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maoDUCTioN

TO most citizen* of Kansas the meat-pa eking industry in the state repre-

sents a large and prospering enterprise. The layman sees the vast plants, the

hint of activity, the thousands of livestock entering the gates, the millions

of pounds of dressed meats cooing from the coolers, and assumes that all la

functioning with smoothness and efficiency.

But to the individual who makes a closer examination, the situation is

not so simple. Continuous change is taking place and the problem of keeping

up with this change often is difficult. Problems faoe the industry—some in-

cidental and soma pertinent and disturbing. During the past few years, Kansas

packers faced one of the moat difficult periods for the industry.

Perhaps typical of that opinion is a statement made by one of the Kansas

City packers in describing his situations

Our volume of cattle receipts has been cut mors than half during
the past decade. The prices we pay for hogs are nearly on a level
with those in Chicago. Today's spread (June 21, 1940) was five
cents. To be on a fair competitive basis, we need a normal spread
of about 30 cents. In the South, which has been our natural outlet,
we cannot depend upon our former volume because many small plants
have grown up there in the last few years and they supply a large
part of that local market. The foreign market that we formerly had
has nearly disappeared. In addition to this, a number of small
plants have arisen in the past few years here in the state of Kansas
and provide local competition both for buying livestock and for
selling meat. It is a difficult situation and what to do is a
serious problem.

ocope

As a part of the program of industrial research developed under grants

from the State Legislature of Kansas, a research project to study the economics

Coafidentiiil conference with a
1940.

Kansas City meat-packing executive, June 21,



of the seat-packing Industry In Kansas Has established at Kansas State College

in 1939. A large number of economic factors affect an industry such as the

mat-packing industry. One phase of the economics of the neat-packing industry

is that of location. Ibis study is concerned with sons of the factors affect-

ing the location of the industry. Included in the scope of the study are:

(1) a brief history of the meat-packing industry in Kansas; (2) the importance

of the industry and trends in the industry in the United States, in regions

within the United States, and In Kansas; (3) an analysis of transoortation costs

and freight rats structure as they affect the meat-packing industry in Kansas.

Limitations of the Study

This study has two principal limitations. These aret (1) the subject is

too broad for adequate treatment in this study; (2) original data from the

records of meat-packing plants operating in Kansas, which would have been quite

useful, could not be obtained and it was therefore necessary to use data from

secondary sources. This has made it necessary to assume hypothetical eases in

much of the analysis of the relationship of transportation costs to packing

plant location.

Purposes

The purposes of this study aret (1) to trace the history of the meat-

pecking industry in Kansas; (2) to point out the importance and trends of the

industry in the United States, in regions within the United States, and in

Kansas; (3) to show the relationship of livestock and meat transportation costs

to the location of meat-packing facilities.



HSTHOD OF PHOCHPOM

In tracing the history of the meat-packing Industry In Kansas, the avail-

able literature was read and smamarised. The discussion of factors affecting

the location of meat-packing facilities was also obtained from available liter-

ature. The naterial presented on the importance of the industry and trends in

the industry is an analysis based on published data. The publications of fed-

eral and state agencies were relied upon for most of these data. Published

tariff rates of transportation agencies were used in the study of transportation

costs. In this part of the study it was necessary to set up hypothetical oases

to compare costs of shipping livestock and dressed meats and in comparing costs

of shipping to different destinations and from different points of origin.

Bsnsa op uTiRAiuas

Early History of the Meat-packing Industry in Kansas

It was neither by a native Kansan nor within the state of Kansas that

were sown the first seeds of development of the meat-packing industry in the

state. It was the idea of a young Illlnoisan, combined with the orersupplied

cattle condition of Texas following the Civil Air, that really started the

chain of events. This young man saw the possibilities involved In getting

these Texas cattle east via a railroad point in Kansas. He, Joseph 0. McCoy,

told in his autobiography how he succeeded in getting railroad facilities and

in establishing a market at Abilene, Kansas in 1867. Thousands of cattle

moved north across Indian territory up the Chisholm Trail into Kansas, and the

stage was set for msat-paeking. This development brought about by McCoy



•

started extensive activity in the packing enterprise. In 1867 Edward W. Patti-

son started a business in Junction City. He packed about 1,000 head of cattle

and roved hie enterprise to Kansas City the next year./9

This movement to Kansas City has a particular significance. The develop-

ment of raeat-packing in the Middle Heat was a natural consequence of circum-

stances. Chicago y.us the nearest peeking center, and need of packing facilities

closer to the source of supply for this heavy stream of Texas cattle was obvious.

Kansas City, at the Junction of the eastbound railroad and the Missouri Kiver,

was the logical point, and because of this favorable location, soon became a

thriving packing city and the meat-packing center of the Middle West.

Pattison entered into partnership with J. S. L. Slavens, and in 1868 built

the first packing house in Kansas City. The first year they slaughtered

slightly acre than 4,000 cattle—the first cattle packing done in Kansas City.

During the second year of operations for this firm, 1869, F. B. Nofsinger

bought out Slavens 1 interest in the partnership. This new organization eon-

trolled the plant until 1880, when Jacob Dold 4 Sons from Buffalo, New York,

purchased the plant and started operations. Slavens, after selling his inter-

eat to Hofsinger, formed a new partnership known as Ferguson, Slavens and

Company. In 1869 they built another plant. Slavens 4 Obum succeeded Ferguson,

Slavens and Company, and in 1884 sold out to the Morrison Packing Company of

Cincinnati, Ohio. The Morrison people engaged solely in hog packing and had

an outlet for their product in the South and Southwest.

An expanding eastern firm, Plankington 4 Armour, started business in

Kansas City in 1370. They rented the plant of Pattison 4 Hofsinger and the

following year, 1871, built their own house. It was this same year, according

to McCoy, that the Kansas City Stockyards was formed.

After Plankington and Armour built their plant, it was not until the next



decade that further expansion of packing activity occurred. Fowler Brothers

of Liverpool, New York, and Chicago, built a modern plant at Kansas City and

started slaughtering in 1381. In 188i» the Kansas City Packing Company was

formed] in 1385, the Alcutt Packing Company; and in 1386 owift & Company estab-

lished a plant at Kansas City. In 1886 the Kingan Packing Company of Belfast,

Ireland, and Indianapolis, Indiana, started operations. They carried on exten-

sive operations in hog packing, but their plant later burned and the location

was bought by Cudahy In 1900.

In the middle 80*8 another interesting development arose. The Western

Dressed Beef Company was organized and a plant was built in Kansas City. This

warn a part of an extensive scheme of integration. A certain Marquis De Moras

conceived an idea for establishing a completely integrated unit of meat pro-

duction. Hie corporation produced its own cattle on its own ranches, did its

own slaughtering in its own plant, and marketed its own beef in its own whole-

sale houses In New lork, Baltimore, Boston, London, and Paris. The plan failed,

however, and in 1889 the Kansas City Packing Company took over the plant. In

1892 Swarsehild and Sulzberger of New Tork, later known as Sulzberger & Sons,

bought the plant and operated it until about 1916, when Alison & Company came

to Kansas City and purchased it from them.

Additional plants arising in Kansas City shortly after the turn of the

century were Morris and Company in 1903, John itorrell & Company in 1903, and

the American Dressed Beef & Provision Company in 1904. Other plants undoubt-

edly were in operation, but apparently they were not of sufficient importance

to warrant comment from those early Titers reviewing the beginning of the

industry.

Kansas City did not have a monopoly on packing operations in Kansas.

According to the Topeka Daily Canital there were developments elsewhere aa



early as 1378. It « during thia year that Fowler's built a large pork-packing

plant in Atchison. Thia flourished for a number of years. In 1386 the Vtolff

Packing Company "as incorporated and started pricking in Topeka. Thia plant

changed hands three times and is now known as the John Uorrell Packing Company.

In 1919 the Kaw Packing Conpany plant was built in Topeka. The history of Reno

County told of the promotional development and building of the Hutchinson Pack-

ing Company in 1389 at Hutchinson, Kansas. The 1931-32 release of the Kansas

Historical Quarterly pointed out that in Pittsburg, the Hull & Dillon Company,

which still is in operation, was organized in IP85./4 The Topeka Daily Capital

also mentioned the beginning of nest-packing in Wichita in 1388 when Jacob Dold

established his plant there and in 1399 when Cudahy and Conpany started construc-

tion of a plant.

Other than this, little information la available on the history of the

packing industry in Kansas. In 1919, the United States Department of Coaoeree

began to break down specific data by states in its Biennial Census of Uanu-

facturers/11 . giving much definite information. The recent trend of packing

operations is discussed later.

factors Affecting the Location of the Industry

That the location of the meat-packing industry of Iowa waa influenced by

transportation facilities has been pointed out by licCarty and Thompson who

stated:

Nearby markets were essential and the logical hog markets were the
new communities along the Mississippi River. Iowa had no railroads
until the 18$0's and they were not a dependable transportation med-
ium until the following decade. In the meantime, the Mississippi
River towns were the only Iowa points having transportation ;de uato
to care for bulky exports such as meat and grain...Under these cir-
cumstances it is not surprising that nearly ever Mississippi River



village cane to boast of a 'pork-house' aa a prominent institution
among ita local industries even in the very early days of its exis-
tence./!!

KeCarty and Thompson showed that packing plants in the interior of Iowa

Immediately began to spring up with the coning of the railroad. "Assured of

an abundance of livestock, and of transportation facilities for obtaining

aniaals and marketing seats, interior Iowa packers quickly realized their

advantageous situation."

In discussing the decline in importance of the river markets they stated:

Of even greater importance was the freight rate situation over which

adequate powers had not yet been accorded the Interstate Commerce
Commission. Personal discrimination (direct rebates to individual
shippers) was disappearing but place discrimination (a preference of

certain communities a* against others) was still rampant. Important

packers with plants in Chicago and on the eastern seaboard were

anxious to secure low freight rates on hogs from Iowa to their plants,

as well as on meats from Chicago to the Atlantic coast. Sensing dis-
crimination, eastern Iowa packers initiated many a bitterly contested

case before the Interstate Comerce Commission, and finally succeeded

in obtaining somewhat more favorable rates. In the meantime, however,

many of the smaller Iowa packing concerns failed.

In discussing methods of shipment of livestock it is shown that the cost

of hauling by truck is probably higher than hauling by rail but that truck

transportation is more convenient and offers more complete service than rail-

roads in picking up livestock on farms. Parmer* ere more willing to use truck

transportation than rail transportation even though It may coot more in order

to et the added service and convonience.

Dowell and BJorka held that the rapid development of Chicago as a packing

center was due to its favorable location in regard to transportation facilities.

•lth the development of refrigerator cars it was possible to dress meat in the

west and ship the dressed product to the JSast coast. There was much opposition

to the tendency of meat-packing plants to develop nearer the sources of live-

stock production. This opposition was largely from those who had packing plants



nearer the consuming canters on the Saat coast. They said*

The dressed-beef trade continued to increase in spite of the opposi-
tion to it. Nevertheless many controversies developed as a result
of this practice. Important among these were freight rates on seat
in relation to the freight rates on live animals./!

In regard to recent trends in the location of slaughtering facilities,

Dowell and Bjorka indicated that the recent trend has been to locate nearer

the source of livestock supplies rather than near the point of consumption.

The increase in linstock slaughter near the source of supply is
significant from the viewpoint of both livestock Marketing and meat
distribution. The increased shipment of carcasses, cuts, and pre-
pared products has replaced, to a considerable extent, the shipment

of live animals from areas of surplus production to areas of defic-
ient production... In the northwestern com belt, where the increase
in slaughter has been relatively greatest, the freight-rate struc-
ture favors the shipping of meat products in comparison with the
shipping of live animals...The slaughterers in that area are so sit-
uated that they can obtain supplies from farmers who are located
relatively near by and this tends to keep down transportation costs
and shrinkage in transit.

In forecasting possible future trends, Dowell and Bjorka stated thati

Slaughtering of livestock near the place where the animals are pro-
duced has certain advantages that are likely to continue to be empha-
sized in the future. This applies particularly to the ease with
which animals can be moved to the slaughtering plant and the shorter
tine required to get the animals to market. Sot only is it more con-
venient but also it tends to keep to a minimum shrinkage and loss
due to death and crippling of animals...Transportation rates have an
important bearing on the place where some livestock is slaughtered.

The freight-rate structure is at present such that meat and meat
products can be transported from the upper Mississippi Valley to
eastern cities at less total cost than the live animals. On the other

hand, the rate structure is favorable to the movement of live ani-
mals from the western part of the corn belt to the Pacific Coast
states. Unless the rate structure is modified, it will further tend
to encourage slaughter in the western com belt of livestock, the
products of which are consumed in the East.



XHFOKUKS AID SaiKRAL TRSND3 OF THS IffiAT-PACKINO INDUSTST

Importanea In the United States

Of interest are the general relationships of the meat-packing Industry*

Ueat-pae!dng is sore than a Kansas enterprise. It is a national industry, and

an important one. Hot only should one appreciate its national significance,

but he also should give consideration to its relationship to the meat produc-

tion process, of which it is a part. Another consideration is an analysis of

the industry Itself to study its geographic distribution and concentration.

Of first consideration are the entire process of meat production and the

integral relationships of meat-packing involved. Perhaps this distinction

between the seat production process and the meat-packing function should be

made clear. The process of meat production includes all those activities in-

volved in supplying the population of the country with neat, from the birth of

• calf to the sale of sirloin steak to the final consumer, lieat-paeking is

just one function in this integrated series of activities. This entire produc-

tive operation may, in a sense, be regarded as an industry. This is a broader

concept than ordinarily considered, but it is well to recognise it here—both

from the standpoint of its national importance and from that of the significance

of meat-packing as one of its functional activities.

It is also important to observe the position the meat-packing industry

Itself occupies in this important production process. Data compiled by Tobin

and Greer give a relatively accurate picture of the importance of the industry.

Table 1 Indicates that only 15 percent of tho consumer's dollar is taken for

the performance of the meat packer's function. In other words, a large part



of the value of the finished product is added both preceding and following the

packer' » addition in the process of production.

Table 1. Distribution of the American consumer's neat dollar to the
various functions contributing to production of the final
product, 1925-1934 inclusive, all aoats./lO

Function Amount in cents

Hotailer'a margin
wholesaler's margin
Packer's margin
Marketing cost
Pans value
Total t Retail price

26
5

15

It is a difficult problem to compare statistically the process of meat

production with other similar processes because there are no specific data

readily available for this purpose. However, the Census of manufacturers'

classification of industries, with certain limitations, and the total value

of production give some indication of comparative importance./H

The data In Table 2 show the factory value of the products of the leading

manufacturing industries in the United States. Distributive costs are ignored.

This is a significant weakness because there is considerable difference in

marketing costs of the finished products of different types. But for practical

purposes and Indications of significance the data are useful. They show that

meat production Is as important as either of the two parts of the automotive

industry. It might also be logically argued that, in final value, steel pro-

duets probably would exceed that of meat products. Nevertheless, meat produc-

tion occupies an important position in American industry.



Table 2. Total value of product of the ten loading manufacturing
lnduatrlM in the United States, 1929-37 Inclusive./!!

I'.-^ry Jbak.

Meat-peeking
Motor vehicles
Steel works and rolling mills
Petroleum refining
Motor vehicle bodies and parts
Printing and publishing
Foundries and machine shops
electrical machinery, apparatus
and supplies

Bread and bakery products
Cotton woven goods

Total value of product
(Flve-felonnlum average)

1
2
3
4
5
6

7

$2,451,057
2,376,914
2,234,865
1,986,590
1,376,914
1,348,079
1,312,968

8
9

10

1,286,376
1,259,434

985,396

For the sans five-biennlum average, the meat-packing industry ranked

twelfth in the census classification of value added by manufacture and four-

teenth in the number of wage earners employed. It is also significant that

it exceeds all other food industries in value of production and is the most

important single agricultural manufacturing industry in the United States.

These facte are supported by the data presented in Tables 3 and 4.

Table 3. Shopping list expenditures, 1938.

Item
Percent of total iMejrt

expenditures for S^WIlt

food

32.7 $ 4.08
17.8 2.23
14.8 1.86
12.0 1.51
11.8 1.47
10.9 1.35

Meat products and fish
Dairy products and eggs
Canned goods
Fresh fruits and vegetables
Beverages, seasoning, and desserts
Flour, bread, and cereal products

All combined 1U0.0 *12.50



Table 3 shows the amounts of the consumer's food budget epeut for each

article of food as determined by a study made by Lazo and Bletz in 1938. /?

By far the greatest proportion of the consumer's food budget was allotted

to neat products and fish, 32.7 cents of each dollar spent for food being spent

for meat products and fish. This proportion probably is slightly high, as a

comparison of the percentage of total food expenditures allotted to meat pro-

ducts and fish in this study with that in the study by Lough made in 1929 shows

that, while Lazo and Bletz allotted 32.7 percent of the food budget to meat and

fish, Lough allotted but 23.5 percent.^7. This serves to indicate something of

the importance of meat in the national diet. The fact that the housewife is

willing to allocate at least one-fourth of her total food budget to meat pro-

ducts and fish indicates that she considers meat an important item in the diet.

as Beat is a major source of expenditure to the consumer, so is it an

important source of income to the producer, the farmer. Table 4 shows the cash

faro income in Kansas and the United States by commodities and government pay-

ments for the five years 1936-1940.

It is apparent from Table 4 that livestock and livestock products have

been the most important source of income to farmers both in Kansas and in the

United States, '55.8 percent of the total cash farm income in Kansas being

attributed to livestock and livestock products and 53.3 percent for the United

States as averages for the period 1936-1940.

Crops provided 34.2 percent of the total cash farm income for Kansas and

40.3 percent of the total cash farm income in the United States. In Kansas,

wheat is by far the most important single crop, producing 28.8 percent of the

total cash farm income as an average for the period 1936-1940, and 23.8 per-

cent in 1940.

Similarly, cattle are an important source of income to the Kansas farmer.
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As an average for the period 1936-1940, 27.1 percent of the total cash farm

Income of Kansas farmers were from cattle and calves, and in 1940, 28.3 per-

cent were from this source.

One should not be misled as to the importance of the meat-packing indus-

try by the dependence of its position on the livestock producer and the con-

suaer. The form-changing function is one of the more important functions in

any productive process. It occupies an important position in the pricing pro-

cess and, to quite an extent, the importance and significance of the entire

livestock and meat industry are dependent upon its efficiency. Figuratively

speaking, this function is more or less the lubricant that results in the smooth

coordination of livestock production and meat distribution.

The Biennial Census of Manufacturers, published by the United States De-

partment of Commerce gives a detailed classification of the industries of the

country and a number of different series of data concerning these various

industries. On the basis of these data, statements of the importance of meat-

packing usually are made. It usually is pointed put that, on the basis of the

value of product series contained in this publication, meat-packing is the most

important single industry in the country./ll

For the period 1929-1937, meat-packing ranked above all other industries

in total value of product produced.

Importance and Trends by Kegion* in the United States

The relative importance of the various sections of the United States as

centers of meat-packing since 1889 is shown in Fig. 1 and Table 5. The eastern

Corn Belt, although somewhat less important now than formerly, has been and prob-

ably will continue to be the most important meat-packing center of the United States
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The area shotting the moat marked chants during these 50 years is the

northwestern Corn Belt. Beginning in 1389 with Just over 10 percent of the

national total value of meat-packing products, this area has increased its

volume until it now produces 23 pereent of the nation's total value of meat-

packing products. The increase in this area can be attributed chiefly to the

growth of the interior packers in Iowa and southern Minnesota, Nebraska being

less important as a neat-packing state now than formerly, and the other states

in this area having made but relatively snail gains.

The Pacific states, principally California, have aade a substantial gain

in the percentage of the nation's total value of neat-packing products which

they produce, rising from 2.7 percent in 1889 to nearly eight percent in 1939.

The trend here directly affects the Kansas packer in that large numbers of

Kansas hogs are shipped to California.

The internountain states, the South Central, and the South Atlantic states,

while constituting but a small percentage of the nation's meat-packing business

at preaent, have been steadily increasing in importance as meat-packing states

and this may indicate a trend which may be expected to continue.

The value of the product of the meat-packing industry in the southwestern

Corn Belt as a percentage of the nation's total has decreased steadily since

1909, due to the increasing importance of other sections of the United States

and during the last ten years, to a reduction in the available livestock sup-

plies.

The importance of the 'forth Atlantic states has also decreased relative

to the national total, principally because of the growth of the industry in

the other sections of the United States.

Table 6 shows the leading seat-peeking states on the basis of value of

product in 1919, 1929, 1937, and 1939. In considering the changee that have



taken place in state rankings of value of product in the packing industry over

the last 20 year* a number of noticeable shifts can be pointed out*

Table 6. The tan leading states in value of product from meat-
packing operations in the United States, 1919-1939./11

lvalue of: Value of i iwj .

State i product ! Bank I product 1 Rank > product 1 Rank
: 1919 i 1919 i "29 J 1929 : 1939 : 19M
I (OOOJ i (BoBJ : (MB) :

Illinois !*1 ,248.1 • 1 i $760.9 t 1 : $479.5 i 1
r"*r-" : W7.7i 2 273.6 1 2 » 143.9 : 6
Sebraska : 303.8i 3 208.9 1 5 i 117.7 » 8
New Tork : 256.0s 4 247.4 • 3 > 155.4 « 5
Missouri 1 246.6! 5 < 180.9 1 7 1 107.3 1 9
losa s 226.3< 6 244.7 » 4 ' 257.3 1 2
Ohio ! 170.31 7 163.2 1 8 1 132.5 1 7
Minnesota > 146.4* 3 201.2 t 6 > 198.1 1 3
Indiana 1 134.0; 9 Does not rank in first ten
Texas : 125.2) 10 1 Does not rank in first ten
California :.iot in first tei> 139.0 t 9 : 156.9 : 4
Pennsylvania s!*»t in first tsi1 132.8 i 10 1 101.0 1 10

: ! : :

Broad iaplieations as well as specifio changes nay be recognized, k

broad, though not necessarily important, change Bay be noted in the relative

importance of the Corn Belt. In 1919 eight of the tan leading states were in

the Corn Belt. In 1929 and 1939 this had boon reduced to seven. The relative

ranking of the states outside the Com Belt also showed a rise. In 1919, the

two outside states ranked fourth and tenth) In 1929, the three outside ranking

states were third, ninth, and tenth; and in 1939 they shifted to fifth and

tenth. But, as stated, thee* facts are not necessarily significant. They are

aeraly indications, and further development is necessary.

More specific observations bring out soas marked shifts within the Corn

Belt. For instance, the state of Iowa moved from sixth place in 1919 to fourth

in 1929, and then to second in 1937. Minnesota, adjoining Iowa, likewise



honed a marked rise, from eighth in 1919 to sixth in 1929 and third in 1939.

To the south and west of these states, however, apparently the reverse had

taken place. The rankings of Kansas, Nebraska, and Missouri had all mater-

ially declined. For the three periods considered, Kansas ranked second, second,

and sixth respectively. Missouri's rankings were fifth, seventh, and ninth,

and Nebraska's were third, fifth, and eighth.

It is also interesting to note the rise of the state of California both

in relative and absolute position. Minnesota and Iowa are the only other states

included among the leaders which showed a larger value of production in 1939

than in 1919, and California and Iowa are the only states showing an increase

from 1929 to 1939. Minnesota remained about steady during this period, and all

the others declined.

Combining the figures for value of production into areas gives specific

and definite data supporting the implications suggested as shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Value of product of the meat-packing industry in 1939 for
the United States and various component parts of the
country./ll (Repressed in thousands of dollars and in
percent of national total.)

Value of product rareeai 3
Territory il.000 national total

States outside of Corn Belt $ 945,620 35.7

Corn Belt3

Eastern section 829,582 31.3
Northwest section 621,984 23.5
Southwest section 251,140 9.5
Kansas (included in southwest) H3,836 5.4

Total Com Belt 1,702,706 64.3
Total United States 2,648,326 100.0

^The eastern section of the Corn Belt includes Ohio, Indiana,
Michigan, Illinois, and Wisconsin; the northwestern section
includes Minnesota, South Dakota, Iowa, and Nebraska; and the
southwestern section includes Missouri and Kansas.
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The Com Belt is definitely the neat-packing region of the country.

Sixty-four percent of the meat packed in the United States was done in the

Corn Belt in 1939, leaving only 36 percent for the states outside the Corn

Belt. The eastern states of the Corn Belt did approximately 31 percent of

the nation's packing, the northwestern states approximately 24 percent, and

the southwestern group approximately 10 percent; Kansas, included in this

latter group, contributed about six percent of the nation's total.

Extending these figures back 20 years shows that in 1919 about 73 percent

of the nation's meat-packing was done in the Corn Belt (Fig. 2). This percen-

tage tended downward to 63 percent in 1935 and in 1937 raised slightly to about

65 percent. In 1919 the eastern five states of the Corn Belt did 41 percent

of the nation's meat-packing. This dropped to nearly 30 percent in 1927 and

since then has held relatively steady around 33 and 34 percent.

The northwestern section of the Corn Belt is the only one of the three

groups showing a relative increase in meat-packing operations over this period.

In 1919 these states did approximately 16 percent of the nation's packing and

by 1937 this had increased to nearly 21 percent. The southwestern group started

with 16 percent of the national total in 1919 and steadily declined to slightly

less than 10 percent in 1939. In Kansas there was a steady decline in the rela-

tive importance of the state's packing operations from 10 percent in 1919 to

5.4 percent in 1939.

The relationship of operations in Kansas with those in surrounding states

is interesting. The actual volume of slaughter in Kansas by classes is shown

in Table 8. Figure 3 shows the trend of actual volume of slaughter in pounds

since 1919. This is more significant in showing trend of operations than

value of product because the data are not biased by changes in the price of

I . I.
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Since 1919 in all of the states except Colorado the trend was definitely

downward. The decline in Kansas was from approximately one and one-half billion

pounds in 1923 to approximately nine-tenths billion pounds in 1939. The actual

volume of slaughter in Nebraska declined from one and two-tenths billion in 1923

to eight-tenths of a billion in 1939. Missouri declined from approximately one

billion to six-tenths billion during the same years. In Kansas and the three

adjoining states total slaughter of meat declined from approximately 3.8

billion pounds annually in 1923 to 2.5 billion pounds in 1939—a decrease of

approximately 33 percent. Also of interest is the fact that most of this

decrease occurred since the beginning of the present decade. At the sane time,

the number of plants (Table 9) remained about the same through 1937 and in-

creased sharply through 1939. This decline in volume of slaughter is signif-

icant. It has resulted in the problem of unused capacity in many plants in

this

,

Table 9. Ntmber of packing slants in Kansas and adjacent states
(except Oklahoma) J919-1939./11

Year Kansas Nebraska Missouri Colorado Total

1919 28 16 49 21 114
1921 28 15 44 19 106
1923 31 17 44 30 122
1925 32 17 47 27 123
1927 29 14 45 25 113
1929 28 15 49 25 117
1931 28 17 43 20 108
1933 29 15 36 20 100
1935 33 17 45 19 114
1937 37 17 40 19 H3
1939 41 27 53 26 147

The relative importance of Kansas in the meat-packing industry, com-

pered with adjacent states, has declined. Hhile Kansas did 42 percent of the



area's packing in 1919, in 1937 it did 37 percent and in 1939, 36 percent.

Nebraska 'a portion likewise has been reduced. It has dropped from 30 to 27

percent. On the same basis, Missouri raised slightly and Colorado did more

than twice as such in 1937 as in 1919, climbing from four percent of the area's

total to approximately 10 percent. The data for Oklahoma are incomplete -and

were, therefore, omitted.

Importance and Trends of the Industry in Kansas

The first logical step in considering the importance of meat-packing to

Kansas and its industries is to compare it with the other leading manufactur-

ing industries in the state. Table 10 shows this comparison on the basis of

census of manufacturing data for 1939, showing the fire leading industries in

the state of Kansas on the basis of value of product, value added by manufac-

ture, number of wage earners, and wages and salaries paid in 1939.

Table 10. Value of product, value added by manufacture, sages and
salaries paid, and number of wage earners of the five
leading industries in Kansas in 1939./H

: Yduo
: of
: product

: Value tss£M Usdi

i added by : salaries x

.{manufacture: paid :

Mm* if

wage
earners

(Millior (miion (Million) (actual)

1. Meat-packing 144 19.7 11.3 7,384

2. Petroleum products 39 15.2 6.2 3,000

3. Mill products 70 14.2 4.1 2,418

4* Butter making 21 3.2 1.1 889

5. Printing and publishing 12 9.2 3.7 1,571
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The data show meat-packing to bo the leading manufacturing industry in

the state. It not only leads in total value of production but also exceeds

all other industries in value added by manufacture (Fig. 4) which is the mea-

sure of the contribution of industry. Furthermore, it ranks at the top in

wages and salaries paid, and number of wage earners. Meat-packing employs

nearly as many individuals as all the other four leading industries in Kansas

combined (Fig. 5). Of course, it may be contended that the state of Kansas

does not receive the full benefit of all this industrial activity of meat-

packing because the larger share of meat-packing plants are concentrated in

Kansas City close to the state of Missouri. Since this is true, a portion of

the benefit derived from meat-packing does not come to the state of Kansas;

consequently, Kansas cannot lay full claim to that industry. This is a valid

consideration. It is undoubtedly true that this sharing is more marked in tee

case of meat-packing than in any of the other leading manufacturing industries

considered. However, even when allowance is made for this, statistics show

that meat-packing would be one of the three leaders in all respects and very

likely either first or second in number of wage earners employed, wages and

salaries paid, and value of production.

Over the last 20 years this relationship has been approximately the same.

In terms of absolute figures, meat-packing and mill products showed a downward

tendency in all of the items considered. The other three either held steady

or increased. Generally speaking, this decline was somewhat more pronounced

in meat-packing than in milling. However, meat-packing still holds the leading

position of the five by a large margin.

The same general relationships hold true in number of wage earners employed

(Fig. 5). In this series, meat-packing had more wage earners and paid more in

wage* and salaries than the other four leading industries combined. The 1939
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data show that the relative importance of raeat-packing had decreased but that

in absolute terns it still remained the leading industry. In the case of value

added by manufacture (Fig. 4) meat-packing did not hold such a tremendous advan-

tage as in the other items but still was definitely the leader in 1919. In

absolute terms, meat-packing declined and its relative position was reduced

materially. In fact, since 1929 both petroleum refining and milling have

threatened its leading position. In one year, 1933, milling actually exceeded

aeat-packing in this respect, but it has been from petroleua that the most

consistent competition has come. However, meat-packing still is the leader

and in 1939 increased its advantage slightly over that of the previous biennlum.

Location of Meat-packing Facilities in Kansas

Figure 6 and Table 11, showing the location of Kansas cat-packing facili-

ties in 1940, were compiled fromt Questionnaires sent to Chambers of Commerce;

The Buyer's Guide, compiled by the Kansas State Planning Board; the Directory

of the Bureau of Animal Industry} and the records of the State Division of

Unemployment Compensation.

Of the 47 packinghouses in Kansas, 14 were located in Kansas City, six

in .dchita, three in Topeka, and two in Hutchinson, the other 21 being located

in as many different cities.

Forty-four of these packinghouses had slaughtering facilities, the three

non-slaughtering plants being located in Kansas City.

Twenty-four of the 47 packinghouses were operating under federal meat in-

spection. Of these, 14 were located in Kansas City, four in Jiehita, three

in Topeka, and one each in Pittsburg, Leavenworth, and Arkansas City.

It is unfortunate that little specific information is available on the





Table 11. Location of Kansas meat-packing facilities, 1940.^

Federal Slaughtering
City Same of olant inspection facilities

Arkansas City Keefe Packing Co. les
Chanute Earl '.Verts Packing House No Tea
Dodge City- Ceo. J. Lookman Packing House Ho Tes
Clay Center Downing Packing Plant ,0 Tes
Emporia Thies Packing Co. No Tes
Port Scott Fort Scott Packing Co. se- Tes
Qoodland O.K. Packing Co. at Tes
Great Bend Thies Packing Co. Ho Tes
Hutchinson Panestil-Oreiner Packing Co. No Tes
Hutchinson Winchester Packing Co. No Tes
Iola U. & M. Packing Co. No Tes
Kansas City Armour & Co. Tea Tes

« Cudahy Packing Co. Tes Tes
KLdridge Packing Co. les Tes
Ceo. Kaiser Packing Co. Tes Tes
Kansas City Dressed Beef Tes Tes
Kauffraan Packing Co. Tes Tes
Levy Meat Co. Tes \o
Meyer Kornblui Packing Co. Tee Tes
Loschke & Stalling Meat and
Sausage Co. Tes No

Usurer Packing Co. Tes Tes
Sambol Packing Co. Tea Tes
Swift and Co. les Tes
Williams iieat Co. Tes No
Wilson <t Co. Tes Tes

Kensington Wolfe Packing Co. No Tes
Leavenworth Leavenworth Packing & Cold

Storage Co. Tes Tes
Liberal Blaekemore Packing Plant No Tes
Linn Hoeraan Packing Co. No Tes
Manhattan Manhattan Dressed Beef Co. la Tes
Newton Steinkirchner Packing Co. No Tes
Pittsburg Hull & Dillon Packing Co. Tes Tes
Pratt Smith & Stundh Packing Co. -,o Tes
Salina Banfield Packing Co. :;o Tes
Smith Center Chance Packing Co. ::o Tes
Topeka Hill Packing Co. Tee Tes

Kaw Packing & Provision Co. Tes Tes
<* John Morrell & Co. Tes Tes

Wellington Garland It Archer No Tes
Wichita Cudahy Packing Co. Tes

Fred Dold 6 Sons Packing Co. Tes Tes
The Jacob Dold Packing Co. Yes Tes

N Interstate Packing Co. Tes Tes
N Dunn-Ostertag Packing Co. No Tes

Sunflower Packing Co. no Tes
finfield F. ». Smith & Sons la Tes
"rt00,

Norton Packing Co. a Tes

Data obtained from questionnaires sent to Chambers of Commerce. from Buyer's
•vation.Quide-Kansas State Chamber of Comoeree, and from personal obsei



history of meat-packing plants that failed in Kansas. An analysis of the

reasons for failure of plants would Hake a valuable addition to this study.

Soaa indications of the number of plants in Kansas can be obtained from the

records of the State Corporation Commission. These records show that orer a

40-year period there have been 133 charters granted to firms indicating an

intention to operate a moat-packing plant. However, it is known that many of

these plants were never constructed, that some expanded into other linos of

activity, and that there is some duplication because of the fact that separate

corporation papers are necessary whenever ownership changes. There Is no way

of checking the details except by conducting specific investigations in each

case. Obviously, this would involve facilities and funds beyond those avail-

able for this project. However, these figures do indicate that many unsuccess-

ful attempts have been made to establish packinghouses in Kansas. Of added

significance is the fact that these figures do not include the many individual

proprietorships and partnerships that undoubtedly have met with failure.

TRANSPOHTATIOS COSTS AND tUTB STRUCTURE A3 THBT AFFECT

THE 11JSAT-PACKIMG INDUSTRY IS KAMSAS

In thi* analysis, transportation costs will be considered froa three view-

points, namely, (1) from the standpoint of their influenoe upon location of

packing operations; (2) as a cost of production in the livestock and neat in-

dustry (and the effect of this cost upon location of livestock production in

the state,) and (3) as a more or less influential factor upon future trends of

both the above factors and developments in marketing habits, etc., in the live-

stock industry.



At the outset it oust be clearly realized that this is a complex subject.

Definite statements in respect to the above .-mentioned points are not possible

within tho scope of this study. There is a lack of consistency in the trans-

portation rate structure and those authentic observations which can be safely

made are of such general nature that their value is United. Consequently, the

purpose here will be to present and explain certain relationships and siraaariee

with the ob.ieot of clarifying some aspects of the subject.

For convenience of presentation, the treatment of this subject will be

divided into four partsi (1) the procedure involved in rate determination,

(2) zones of costs of shipping live animals by rail in Kansas; (3) comparison

of the truck and the railroad as a means of shipping livestock, and (4) com-

parison of live and dressed meat rates as they affect movement of the product

and location of packing facilities.

Bate determination is discussed solely for background Purposes. An under-

standing of the method by which rates are determined gives a basis for a better

understanding of the aspects of the problems discussed later in this section.

It has been ruled that transportation is a function in the public interest

and consequently the government has assumed the responsibility of regulating

the prices to be charged for the service. In the case of commerce between

states, the Interstate Commerce Commission is vested with the rawer of fixing

the actual rate that will be charged. In the case of intrastate commerce,

that traffic within the state of Kansas, the Corporation Commission is the

regulating body, and is given the legal power to fix only the minimum, which

say be the maximum, and to the extent that this is true, the Corporation Com-

mission has in effect the same power as the Interstate Commerce Commission.

As long as the rates charged are satisfactory to all parties concerned,

the Corporation Commission has no authority to order them changed. However,
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If a Barrier or a shipper wishes a change in the existing rate for any commodity

between any points, that desired change, stated in specific terus, must be

filed Kith the Coamission. If it is a carrier desiring to change certain rates,

those specific changes have to be filed. The carrier is then required to pub-

lish these changes for a certain period before they go into effect* If no one

objects to the specific changes, they become effective automatically upon the

date indicated. However, if complaint does arise, a hearing is held. At this

hearing the interested parties present evidence in support of their respective

positions. The eomaission hears both sides of the case, and from the evidence

presented, plus a general background of the situation which it possesses, ren-

ders a decision, If the proposed rate is not unreasonably Ion, it is approved,

however, if the commission rules conversely, it has the power to state specif-

ically what the minimum shall be. Its decision is final and legally binding

to all parties concerned. In this way the Corporation Commission exorcises

its influence over the freight rate structure within the state.

On brief consideration the procedure is impressive. It appears to be a

very fair and thorough method of handling the problem; and it is true that in

its setup and outlines it is sound. 3ut in actual practice certain difficul-

ties exist which are significant. The Commission is composed of a relatively

limited personnel. The structure of transportation tariffs with which they

have to deal is inconceivably complex. Hundreds of coauodities are involved

between thousands of combinations of points. Sach situation is different.

The intensity of the problem is indicated by a statement made by Locklin in

"Economics of Transportation" (1933), using estimates made by Bogen (1923)

as his basis.^6 He says that there are approximately 49,000,000 individual

freight rates covering shipments between different points in the United States.

With such a combination of personnel and rate structure, it would be expected



that lack of uniformity would be the predominant situation. Such is the

case—discrepancies are the rule rather than tha Exception,

There is another oonniderati. ould be r before asking

any further analysis. There are two kinds of discrimination—just and unjust.

Hot all of these differences are itithout reason. A number of factors hare to

be taken into consideration in determining tariffs—cost of the sendee, coa-

petitlon froa other types of transportation, type of terrain covered, and

distance ,'iioh the goods are hauled. Thus, many times where discrepancies are

observed solely from the comparisons of distances, there may be Justification

which his been entirely- •!,

Zones of Costs of Shipping Live Aniaala by Rail in Kansas

In making the analysis of freight rate structure, the first step was to

make a map showing the approximate zones of distance of differont parts of

the state from the point of destination. This point, for pur-wees of this

analysis, is Kansas City, Kansas (Fig. 7). This provides a basis for deter-

mining the consistency of the actual rates which will be presented.

The specific treatment employed here has involved obtaining the actual

rates charged for livestock from representative points in all 105 Kansas coun-

ties.' These rates are as of April 1, 1940. A number of modifications in

livestock tariffs have been made since that time, but none of these changes

would affect materially the conclusions drawn from this analysis. The figures

used here are for full carload shipments.

'These rates were obtained through the courtesy of the State Corporation
Commission and the respective railroads serving these several points.





flhan these tariffs had bean tabulated, they were arrayed according to

distance of the point fro.-. Kansas City and were compared with a hypothetical

'.leulated solely on the basis or distance. Tho 3cal3 sot up by the

Missouri Pacific Linos to apply to intrastate commerce in Kansas ins used aa

the basis of this calculation. Then zones of actual rates were napped (Fis. 8).

On another sap tho zones of these hypothetical rates were draan, using the

distance of each respective point from K?nsas City, Kansas, as the i>aao. On

this sane nip those areas which were between the two lsonleths (the actual and

the hypothetical) were shaded to show the discrepancy. (Fi> 9)

Since the actual rates were always the same as, or below the hypothetical

distance rates, the shaded areas represent those counties whose representative

point enjoys a rate advantage. Then for all 105 points the specific difference*

between the rates were calculated. These differences were grouped into class

intervals and then mapped to show geographic concentration of discrepancies.

(Pig. 10)

This procedure was followed with cattle and hoga (double deck). The rate

for sheep (double deck) Is always the same as the cattle rate, so no separate

analysis was nude for that species.

Figure 9 shows the zones of rates actually charged for cattle by rail at

5-cent intervale, representing the approximate shipping cost for the different

sections within the state. In the north-central part of tho state there Is a

wide urea included in the 25-cont r.one. The 30-eent boundary also seems to

swing unduly westward. Two other departures nwy be noted. The 20-cont bound-

ary, In tho southeastern part of the state, instead of following the general

pattern of an equa-radlal arc around Kansas City, breaks sharply and actually

gees directly away from the point of destination. The other instance is in









the southwest part of the state "here the 35-cent isopleth swings to the wast

Instead of to the east as would be expected.

Proa this nap sous general observations can be made. The two accompany-

ing naps, Figs. 9 and 10 based on freight rates obtained from the railroads

serving 101 points in Kansas, verify these general notions with more specific

analyses. The first of these shows the differences between the zones of actual

rates and the hypothetical zones calculated on the basis of distance. The

•haded portions represent the differences between the two isopleths. Observa-

tions from the previous aap are definitely borne out here. A number of minor

differences occur, but in general the north-central, extreme southeastern, and

extreme southwestern parts of the state enjoy cattle rate advantages. An area

not mentioned in connection with the previous map, ahich enjoys a rate advan-

tage, is the extreme northeastern part of the state.

The second map, Fig. 10, gives the picture of the differences by counties

between the actual and hypothetical rates. Here the differences are grouped

into class intervals and mapped with different shades. The concentrations are

essentially the same as indicated in the above discussions. The north-central,

southeastern and northeastern parts of the state enjoy a shipping advantage to

Kansas City for cattle. The advantage in the southwestern part of the state

seems less important.

In examining the map (Fig. 11) showing the freight rate zones for shipping

hogs, the extreme discrepancies that were found in the case of cattle do not

exist. Only in the southeastern and the southwestern parts of the state is the

situation out of the ordinary. In the southeast, the 25-cent isopleth follows

about the same line as did the 20-cent Isopleth in the case of cattle. In the

southwest the 40-cent isopleth follows about the same direction as the 35-cent

isopleth.
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Figure 12 compares the hypothetical rate zone with the actual rate zone.

Except for the southeastern section mentioned above, discrepancies tend to be

scattered over the state. In Tig. 13, showing the differences between the two

rates by counties, a bit more information is revealed. In addition to the

southeast counties, a group in the northeentral part are found that did not

show up in the zone comparisons. Two extreme counties, Atchison and Seward,

have five-cent advantages. Jefferson County, adjoining Atchison on the south,

also enjoys an advantage. It is interesting that such extreme discrimination

should exist so close to Kansas City. It may be that this developed to meet

competition from the St. Joseph market.

As previously mentioned, the double deck rate for sheep is the sane as

the cattle rate. Since sheep production is much less important than cattle

and hog production in Kansas, and sine* quite a portion of the rail shipments

of sheep Is in double deck rather than single deck cars, a separate analysis

for sheep has not been made.

Truck and Bail Transportation of Livestock

It was one of the original objectives of this study to make a comparison

of truck and rail rates in Kansas. However, upon delving into the subject it

was learned that several difficulties were Involved which would make this in-

vestigation not feasible with the facilities available. The first of these is

the fact that the railway and the truck do not perform exactly the same service.

The second is that there is no secondary source where authentic and comprehen-

sive listings of truck rates can be obtained.

In respect to the first of these difficulties, difference in service, a

number of points should be mentioned. In the first place, the truck and the







:railroad do not travel identical routes in rcaking the same haul. In most in

stances, this is irrelative, but the fact that the truck does make more direct

contact is significant. The truck travels directly from the farm to the market,

while the railroad hauls only from local concentration points. However, in

some localities railroads have established pick-up service, (that is, picking

up single animals or small lots and concentrating them at local railway points.)

Another difference which is closely related to the one just mentioned is the

fact that the truck will carry any number of animals, from one to a truck load,

for an individual farmer, whereas the railway deals largely with carload lots.

A third difference is in flexibility of time schedule. The truck can be made

available at any hour of the day. The railway of necessity follows a rather

rigid time schedule. A fourth difference, while debatable, ul:ht also be men-

tioned. This is in regard to time required in transit. The general consensus

of opinion is that the truck la more rapid than the railway, especially for

short haulo. This, however, is open to question. No Information is available,

and comparison would vary greatly with the circumstances and conditions involved.

Thus, if comparable rates were available there would still remain the

natter of evaluating these differences which exist in service. They do defi-

nitely have material value- to the farmer, but the matter of appraising them

in objective terms would be a difficult task under any circumstances.

However, upon investigation it was found that the matter of making even

the simple comparison of truck and rail rates in the state of Kansas is most

difficult. The State Corporation Commission has made no specific tariffs

applying to intrastate livestock hauling by truck. The Interstate Commerce

Commission has set up a schedule applying to movement of stock to Kansas City,

Missouri, from the state of Kansas. The executive offices of the Lockwood

Itotor Traffic Bureau Agency stated that probably only about $0 percent of the



tracked livestock coming Into the Kansas City stockyards is legally interstate

ccoteree. Thus, only half of the trucked livestock is subject to the quoted

rates, nhen it is further considered that there is practically no policing to

enforce these tariffs and that competition between truckers is keen, it can be

Justifiably realised that published truck tariffs would have practically no

actual significance.

with this the case, the only means left to obtain reliably accurate truck

rates was by comprehensive survey. This, however, was not possible with the

facilities and time allotted to this study, so the matter was not carried out.

It is in li,jht of these considerations that this particular objective of

the study has not been carried through in the final presentation. The published

rates might have been incorporated into this treatment for general interest,

but because they have little significance, they have been omitted.

Cost of Shipping Live Animals Contrasted with Cost of Shipping Meat Products

and the affects upon the Location of Meat-packing Facilities

There are two primary and one minor objectives for making an analysis of

this comparison of live and dressed meat rates. One is to determine where the

most advantageous market for Kansas packers' products from a transportation

standpoint is located. Another is to determine the most advantageous point

for location of packing facilities in the state from a transportation stand-

point. The third and minor objective, which is really a subdivision of the

second, is to compare the transportation advantage of the interior packer with

that of the terminal packer in Kansas.

The process involved in reaching these objectives was to obtain live and

dressed meat rates from five Kansas points to six leading outside markets for



cattle and hogs. The dressed neat rates were adjusted by the normal dressing

percent for each of the species so that they would be equivalent to the live

animal weight. ' Then the results were summarised as shown in the Tables 12,

13 and 14.

From Fig. 14, showing the summary in percentages, a number of points may

be observed. The most impressive point of this chart is that the most advan-

tageous rates for Kansas dressed meat are to Chicago and New York. The advan-

tage is for shipment of live animals to the South and .Vest, particularly to

Los Angeles. In respect to location of Kansas packing plants, Kansas City has

the advantage in both cattle and hogs. There is relatively little difference

between the terminal and interior packer. Dodge City and Emporia, of course,

definitely have dressed meat disadvantage. This consideration can be eliminated

because the dressed meat rates from these points are zone rates for a class of

commodities. The meat product rates from Wichita, Topeka, and Kansas City are

specific rates granted to those points because of the volume of their shipments

and, naturally, are lower than the zone rates.

Eliminating Emporia and Dodge City from consideration leaves Wichita,

Topoka and Kansas City for comparison. Of these only Topeka is an interior

packing point. Although Wichita possesses stockyard facilities, it is a rein- -

tively small market. Kansas City, of course, is one of the leading terminal

markets in the country. In summary, the terminal markets rank first and third

in advantage. The interior point, Topeka, is second. The difference between

these is relatively small so apparently there is no great advantage for either

type of packer. This is interesting in that the opinion is often expressed

'No allowance is made here for shrinkage of either live or dressed meats.
This fact, while not of too much significance in many cases, should be
recognised when studying these results.



Average eost relationship from eaoh of five Kansas
points to seven markets.

(Dressed meat cost expressed as a percentage of live rate)

Point of
origination

Dodge Olty

Emporia

Wichita

Topeka

Kansas City

Cattle

Average coat relationship to each of the following
seven markets from the above mentioned Kansas points.

Cattle

Kansas City

Chicago

New York

New Orleans

Ft. Worth

Denver

Los Angeles

j f - i+l qa of. .

^"
Fig.JLA. Summary of cost of shipping live animals vs. cost ofdressed meat shipments to Kansas City and six leading

outside markets. Rates as of May 15, 1940.

Dressed meat costs of shipping both cattle and hogs arecalculated on basis of normal dressing percent yield per
hundred pounds of live weight.
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that the rise in Importance of interior packers haa been due to transportation

advantages.

Two tables hare been presented which have given the specific transporta-

tion costs of the two alternative methods of shipping as the live animal and

as carcass neat* Costs of shipping, where the animal was slaughtered at one

intertiediate point between the origin and destination, also were shown. Con-

sidered a» a. whole, there were quite a number of possible combinations and,

naturally, the picture was complex and not entirely comprehensible from casual

scrutiny. However, soae study will bring to light certain specific relation-

ships which were of interest and significance. Many points could be noted

although only i few of the most important ones will be brought to attention.

Shipments to Sew Tork were cheaper from Kansas City than from any other of the

Kansas points used in this study. Shipments to Chicago were less costly from

Topeka than from other Kansas points. Shipments of meat to the South, while

more expensive than shipping live animals, were relatively less expensive to

New Orleans than to Fort Worth. In the eastern part of Kansas, specifically

Topeka and Kansas City, the disadvantage of meat shipment was almost insignif-

icant.

However, in those instances in which the dressed meat rate is much below

the live rate, usually it will be more economical to pack the animal as close

to its point of origin as possible. A relationship of this kind might lead to

a situation such as the following t A farmer near Topeka, or west of Topeka,

has some hogs to sell. Both Kansas City and Topeka packers are in the market

for hit hogs. In considering the price which can be offered, buyers at each

market will consider freight costs. Assuming that the possible markets for

the products from these hogs are Kansas City, Chicago, .\'ew Tork, Fort forth,

and New Orleans, in every case, except when the slaughtered product is to be



shipped to Hew lork, the Topeka packer could afford to out-bid the Kansas City

packer on the basis of his lower freight costs alone. The advantage which he

would have may bo seen in Table 15.

A soaawhat similar situation existed in the case of cattle. ;.l;en purchas-

ing cuttle at Topeka, the Topeka packer could ship the beef and packinghouse

products from these cattle to Chicago, Fort Berth, and New Orleans for the

equivalent of nore than ten cents per 100 pounds live weight less than could

the Kansas City pucker. Praia Kansas City, the freight costs on the live animal

and the beof and packinghouse products froa the live animal would be approxi-

mately equal. However, as with hogs, the Kansas City packer again had an advan-

tage over the Topeka packer in freight costs to Sew York on beef and packinghouse

products from cattle purchased near Topeka. The actual freight costs which

each group of puckers would have are seen in Table 16.

The South and Southwest provide an important outlet for the products from

Kansas packinghouse*. Although the importance of this area for Kansas neat

products hu3 decreased during recent years, it is still great enough that it

should be given some consideration in this study.

Freight rates to the South were unfavorable to the movement of dressed

eat and packinghouse products. This is shown in detail in Table 17, which

presents a comparison of the costs of rail transportation of asat products

expressed as a percentage of the live animal r^te per hundred weight to five

southern markets when the live aniiaal is slaughtered at Kansas City, Topeka,

and '.v'iohit-i.

In general, rates to the Southeast were more favorable to the movement

of dressed meat than were rate3 to the South, and the rates to the South

tended to be mora favorable than the rates to the Southwest. Thus was illus-

trated again the effect of the present freight rate structure, which shows
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Table 17. A comparison of the costs of rail transportation of meat-
proiuctw oppressed as a percentage of the live animal rate
par cwt. to five southern markets when the live aniraal is
slaughtered at Kansas City, Topeku, and fYichita.

t Kansas City
Destination of neat : Freight on Freight on Drees _ , Met
and by-products of : live aniaal dressed neat rete as i a per-
slaughtered animal. : in i:ents and packinghouse cent of the

: per cwt* products to point live aniaal
; of '.i.^-7 rate.

ihflM tcattle hogs : cattle oi itle

Pho<inix 36 ^6 #1.55 S1.47 180 171
Albuquerque 60 60 .79 .79 132 132
Port north 44 44 .53 .56 121 128
Hew Orleans 64 64 .65 .69 101 108
Memphis 47 47 •S3 .54 111 115

(Topskd)

Phoenix 83 83 tl.54 SI. 57 186 189
Albuquerque 57 57 .77 .78 135 137

.orth 45 45 .57 .56 126 125
New Orleans 64 64 .68 .70 106 110
Memphis 48 48 .52 .54 108 113

(.,'ichita)

Phoenix 73 73 51.43 ,1.44
Albuquerque 51 51 .73 .74 143 145
Fort .forth 36 33 .49 .49 129 129
Hew Orleans 62 62 .66 .72 107 116
Memphis 49 49 ,52 • 54 106 110

17
'a. Cattle meat products rate based on 56 pounds of fresh neat and 14 pounds

of packing house products.

b. Hog meat products rate based on 25 pounds of frosh meat, 35 pounds of
packinghouse products and 1$ pounds of lard.



"

a tendency to increase the advantage of live shipments over the dressed product

to the Rest.

One freight rate discrepancy of particular interest to Kansas aeat packers

was found in the live aniBal-dreesed meat rate relationship to the Pacific

Coast. The irecsed uent rate was approximately tto and a half times as great

aa the rate on the live animal. The freight rate on fresh cuat from three

Kansas points or from Kansas City, Missouri to either Los /Jigeles or San Fran-

cisco was 32.60 per hundred weight, as compared with the live animal r.:te

shown in Table IS. This rate relationship res significant in that it perritted

the shipment of livestock from Kansas to California to be slaughtered on the

P.cifia Coast.

Table 13. Carload freight rates per 100 pounds for cattle, calves,
hogs, uid sheep shipped by rail fron Kansas City,
Missouri and Wichita, Topeka, and Salina, Kansas to
Los Angeles or to 3an Francisco, California, April 17,
1941.18

i-rua

1
: To
i Los Angeles

:

I To
I San Francisco

Kansas City, Missouri 103 cents 107 cents

Wichita, Kansas 93 cents 104 cents

Topeka, Kansas 96 cents 107 cents

Salina, Kansas 93 cents 104 cents

* Sites courtesy of Union Pacific Bailr

as an indication of the importance of this movement, Kansas shipped

33,500 hogs into California in 1939, while in the same year the receipts of

hogs from Kansas at Kansas City totaled 196,000 head. This movement has been

increasing in recent years, being only 4,000 in 1936 and 8,800 in 1938.



Apparently, hogs constituted the greatest share of this westward movement of

livestock.

A change in the freight rate relationship to the stest in favor of fresh

aeats over the live animal night open up a market of considerable importance

to the Kansas packer.

SOllKAHr AND ODKUBXCnB

1. Th« neat-packing industry was one of the most important industries in

the United States and was the most important manufacturing industry in Kansas.

The welfare of this industry in Kansas was associated closely with the welfare

of faraers, consumers, laborers, and other industries of the state*

2. In recent years the meat-packing industry has suffered severe set-backs

in Kansas. The industry has gained in importance in the Northwestern Corn

Belt, the Pacific Coast States, and in the South at the expense of the Hew

England States, the Eastern Corn Belt, and the Southwestern Corn Belt, of

which Kansas is a part.

3. The transportation problem was complex and difficult to analyze.

Some discrepancies appeared in the freight rate structure in regard to the

shipment of live animals from different points in Kansas to Kansas City. In

no case, however, did these discrepancies exceed six cents per hundred pounds.

The significance of this should not be over-emphasized. This margin repre-

sented less than one percent of the average value of live anin-ls over the last

ten years. Consequently, only in extremely long-run considerations would

these rate discrepancies be of practical impart-nce. However, this does not

men that differences in transportation costs due to distance are not impor-

tant.



4. No attempt vat made to compare the cost of truck nriil rail transporta-

tion. The differences in services performed by these two mode* of transpor-

tation would have made such a comparison difficult. The truck picks up

livestock at the farm and carries it to the market while the railroad trans-

ports the stock only from the local shipping point to market.

5. The location of the meat-packing industry was dependent upon many

factors. Transportation facilities and transportation costs were important

factors affecting the location. If the cost of shipping livestock from the

point of production to the point of consumption should be less than the cost

of shipping the dressed meat, it would be logical to expect packing plant* to

be located near the point of consumption. If the cost of shipping dressed Mat

should be less than the cost of shipping the live animal the packing plant

probably would be located near the point of production. This study showed

that it was cheaper to ship dressed meat to the east and north of Kansas than

to ship livestock. On the othor hand, it was cheaper to ship livestock to

the South and 'test than to ship dressed meat. Thus, in the case of shipments

to the West Coast and to the South, the freight rate structure tended to favor

the shipment of livestock out of the trade territory of Kansas packers.

6. From this study there appeared to be no great rate advantage favor-

ing interior packers as has been suggested by some authorities in the field

of livestock marketing.

7. Two facts should be kept in nind in regard to this study. (1) Out

of each dollar spent by the consumer for meat, only four cents went for trans-

portation. (2) In some cases the conclusions reached will be significant!

this will be particularly true in the long run. But also it should be remem-

bered that other factors enter into the picture and the conclusions indicated



should apply only whan they are balanced with the other influences involved

in the particular situation.
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